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The author has really done his homework and a lot of field work!Any book by Cass Ingram is

superbly researched. Another Great HIT!

natural cures for killer germs by cass ingram is a great book. thank you

Great material. A 'Must Have' if you are serious about your health.

Thank you Cass Ingram for this writing. We humans live in fear too much about germs that we make

ourselves more sick with all theimmunizations and innoculations. It has already been proven that

germs have become more resistant to antibiotics.It is time for us to strengthen our immune systems

instead.

Excellent report on how natural alternatives can overcome MRSA, and other dangerous bacteria

and virus's. Many of the above are untreatable through traditional medicine. Dr. Cass's thoughts on

vaccination is a must read for anyone with children or who may be contemplating a flu shot. The

oreganol that he recomends cured a chronic disease in my son of an eight year duration. Anyone

worried about West Nile Virus needs to read this book.



a gift

This book is a MUST for anyone interested in their health and what to do in the case of a rampant

killer flu, which is immiment and planned. Dr. Ingram is truly a genius with a caring and merciful

heart for people and their well-being. He lays down the protocol regarding many different

scenarios,and also goes into the history of disease and how the American system, aka: allopathic

drs, has POORLY dealt with disasters in the past, and not much has changed, especially since we

have virtually NO broadspectrum antibiotics, and the last place you want to go when a pandemic

breaks out is the hospital. He tells you the difference between treating grownups as opposed to

treating small children, and how to stay healthy so that your immume system can fight for you, as it

should be. I'm a nurse with 20 yrs experience, and hospitals are totally unprepared for any biological

or major epidemic outbreak. The real fact being, they're not even preparing for it, though they also

know it's coming. Most hospitals have only 1 or 2 isolation rooms, and they're doing nothing to

change that. Oh they're building alright, but it's not to protect the public, but to bring in more money

by adding food courts, and retail shopping inside of hospitals. Dr. Ingram is known for his research

on the Oregano spice to kill all major germs, bacteria, etc. with wondrous results. You get the spice

extracts through the North American Herb and Spice Co., and is well worth the money spent. The

Oreganol liquid comes with a dropper, and is around $29.00, but this stuff will knock out any

pathogen from within 20 min to a few days. He also goes into the 1918 flu pandemic that killed 40

million people worldwide, and how it was actually a hemorrhagic disease, attacking previously

healthy people between the ages of 20 and 44, often people would just fall dead before any

symptoms manifested. People now have much more suppressed immune systems due to pollution

in the air, water, food with all the additives and preservatives and pesticides, lack of fresh food,

eating too much processed food. You can hear dr.Ingram on [...] every Thursday in their 3rd hour of

broadcast, from 10:30-11:00 e.s.t., on shortwave it's 9.840, he takes calls from listeners during this

time. Don't mess with your health, get the book and get informed and prepared!!!!!!!

Dr. Cass is an amazingly brilliant man. All his books are excellent.
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